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Introduction 

This paper is the first of a -series• devoted to extension and sharp- 

ening of the present methods of linear programming so as to make practic- 

able the calculation of  programs involving many more restrictions than 

can now be conveniently handled. These extensions are developments on the 

technique first employed by Charnes (ref. [1]) in reducing every linear 

programming problem to one with a bounded set of solutions. 

We here develop an "extended" simplex method for the "bounded variables" 

problem, e. gSi any linear programming problem in which every variable en- 

tering is constrained to lie between an upper and a lower bound. This in- 

cludes as a special case those problems in which not all are so constrained 

since we can prescribe arbitrarily large (or small) upper (or lower) bounds 

for those unconstrained* The advantage achieved with the extended method 

is reduction in size of the computational tableau by suppressiun of the in- 

2/ 
equalities expressing the bounds. 

Examples of such constraints occur repeatedly in policy limitations on 

items of inventory, in market limitations of saleable amounts of products, in 

production and delivery requirements (cf. ref. [2]), etc.  Rather than expound 

en such examples here (which require individual development for adequate 

coverage) we shall attempt to present, in each paper, an example seemingly 

radically divorced from production or industrial connotations in order to 

gain one of the most important by-products of mathematical formalism, namely, 

1/ We wish to thank W. W. Cooper for suggestions, stimulation and encour- 
agement of this series » 

7j'    <«'« understand that G. B. Dantzig and associates at Rand Corporation had 
developed a similar method (suggested by Chames, Ref. [1]) in connection 
with unspecified, security-restricted problems. Their results -ire n-a yet 
unavailable. 
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the recognition of an analogous problem in a completely different field 

from which new insights may be gained into thy original problem- The 

example presented in this paper is that of plastic collapse of structures 

(frames). 

We first review the simplex method in terms suitable for either the 

"normal" procedure or the "modified" procedure or the "dual" method (ref. 

[31 -UJ and [5]). 

Tbg Simplex Method. 

The general linear programming problem may be put into the following 

form, which we shall refer to throughout as the "simplex" problem: 
n 

Maximize: 

n 
£ 

3*0 

n 
where:  b^ = Z &jiP» >      i > 1, ••», 1 

and:  p. > 0 ,' j = 1, ..., n. 

It will be convenient., both for the review of the simplex method and 

for some simple proofs, to restate the problem in vector notation as: 

n 
Maximize:       ZQ -    E p^c.  , 

.1=1 J J 

n 
[1] where:      P   =    £ p.P    ,    and p. >0 5 j »1,   ..., n. 

rr»u.. -      Ti rs rt —,   „„„i. ^^.^   z —   ^ * !?..„1U«^    .*- «4-«—   ^,^« >.~   T"      ~4* 
illUOf     x r\9      * T  9       • * * J      * >•*     ax c      * CO iswx 0     a.11     wixc    uuvj.xuocui      * wv, WW4.      ^|jav^      »•     VJ. 

mxl matrices. Throughout we shall refer to Cj as "the scalar corresponding 

to the vector P.". 

Suppose that a set B^ of linearly independent vectors, call them a^, a£, 

,.., a_ are selected from the vectors P-., ..., Pn. Thus, ^ is a basis of Vm 

and we may vrrite uniquely: 

m 
[2] P0 = 2 p^. 

i=i 



\..' 

If the m values p. satisfy p* > 0; i • 3  - - •}  Hi thny tb'\.   "ui-m a solution 

to the system [1]. When the pj_ also satisfy p*  > 0'. i • 1, . .>, m, the solution 

is referred to as a basic solution. It has been shown (ref. [1]) that the 

problem can be so modified that when one has a solution to [1] of the form 

[2] the solution is ©""ways a basic solution. Hence we may make the initial 

assumption that the original set of vectors P0, P., ..,, Pn has this property, 

which may be characterized by the statement that the vector ?0 is linearly 

independent of any m~I vectors chosen from among P-^, ..., Pn. 

With this assumption, the simplex method may be described as one which 

proceeds from basic solution to basic solution until a maximal basic solution 

is found, i. e., one which yields the maximum valus for ZQ. We shall review 

the procedure for going from one basic solution to another by the simplex 

method. Thus, suppose one has located a basis E^ such that, expressing P0 

as in [2] one has p± > 0}  i = 1, ..., m. Let cr.« be the scalar correspon- 

ding to the vector a^. 

We introduce the unique vectors a ; i = 1, ...,m satisfying: 

1       CO if i /  j 
[33      ai'aJ - S*i  » |   for i, j = 1, ..., m. 

J  [1 if i - j 

We shall call the vectors ax the "dual vectors" for the set aj_.> If A is the 

matrix whose ith column is a^ then the jth row of A~ is aJ. Having the dual 

vectors and denoting bhe inner product of vectors x and y by x'y any vector 

x in V can be expressed by: 

m    . 
U] x - S (x«a1)ai. 

i-1 
In particular, we have:; 

m 
= S (P0

tai)ai, rcT v 
X~'J "o 

°  i»l 
a 

[6] P. =• S (P,'axK ; j - 1, ..., n. 
J  i-1 J 



( ) 

Having the computed data P0'a and P.'a"1", the first step in the pro- 

cedure is to compute the quantities: 

m 
[7]      Z(Pj) = 2 (PJ'a

1)cI.i - Cj J .1 - 1, ..., n. 

Z(P^) is formed by replacing each a.^ by its corresponding scalar cr^ 
v 

in the expression [6] for P. and then subtracting the scalar corresponding 

to P.. 
T 

When the n quantities [7] are all non-negative, one may demonstrate 

that the problem is finished: the basic solution is a maximal cne. When at 

least one of the quantities [7] is negative, a new basic solution may be 

secured which increases the functional Z . This is accomplished by forming 

a new basis t^* from 3 by replacing one of the ai by another vector. The 

replacing vector nay be any P^ for which ZvF^) < 0. To decide upon the vec- 

tor to be replaced one finds the value of ±, say r, such that: 

[a]   © - (P0
,ar)/(Pk»a

r) - min.(P0
lai)/(Pk

1ai)  for P^a1 > 0. 
i 

The following facts may then be demonstrated (ref. [£]): 

ij The value r x*hich yields 9 is unique. 

ii) The set 3j* consisting of a^, ..., ar_;j_, F^, ar+i> •••* a^ is a basis 
and again yields a basic solution. 

iii) The new basic solution yields a larger value of the 'u- ctional Z0. 

Having decided upon the values of k and r, when the vectors PG, Pi, . *., 

F_ are expressed in terms of the new basis B^', the transition to the new 

basic solution may be considered complete.  (There is a simple algorithm for 

this transition which vdli be presented later*). 

One may then show that in a finite number of steps one will obtain a 

maximal basic solution, namely one for which all of the quantities Z(P-;) 

are non-negative* 
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It is usual, both for computational and explanatory purposes, to con- 

struct a computational tabltsnu which exhibits the computations pertaining to 

a given stage and at the same time clarifies, for the computer, the mechanics 

of proceeding to the next stage. 

Computational Tableau 

Corre 3pond 
alars 

ing 
Cl            =     e     , ck •   •    °n 1 

s 

•I Bm Po T-^       •   •   • ?k        . 

Pk»al    - 

.  .    Pn 

c1 
• 

a-1 
• 

o 
• 

P-j/a1 ,  .  <• 
• 

• -  V*1 
• 

• • • • • 
• • 

Pn*as Pl«as .  .  . TX   tflS .  .    Pn
:as 

• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• 

"rm 
• 
2.          1 

'    "171 P0'a* 
• 

Pl'a111 .  .  . Pk*am    . .   .    Vn'aP 

Z(?<) > >7 Z(Pj.) . . . Z(Pk)     . •  .    Z(Pn) 

We shall refer to such a tableau as an "mxn tableau" although there are 

a few additional rcvrs and columns, and shall likewise rei'er to the problem 

as an "mxn prob]«m". 

The Bounded Variables Problem 

First an illustration. The following problem arises in the theory of 

plastic collapse for structures (rel's. [7]> [8]). 

Consider a structure composed of elastic, perfectly plastic beams 

joined together rigidly. We are interested in plastic collapse of this struc- 

ture under the action of concentrated applied forces. We assume that each 

beam is homogeneous so that the same yield ccnditions_^.pply to any cross- 

section of the same beam. 

Consider a set of numbers p]_, ..., p^ which represent the magnitudes 

of external forces which are to be applied to the structure. The structure 
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will be in equilibrium when these forces are balanced by the reactions at 

the supports. These reactions, together with the applied forces, give rise 

to a system of internal forces which determine the bending moment at every 

point- of the system (the effects of shear and axial forces can be neglected 

here). 

For a given cross-section there will be a maximum and a minimum bending 

moment which the cross-section can carry due to the assumption of perfect 

plasticity. Thus, at each cross-section the bending moment M will be subject 

to an inequality -M° < M < H°. M° is the "fully plastic moment" or the mo- 

ment for which plastic flow would first begin. Now, the bending moment dis- 

tribution will be linear along each member. Hence, we need only be concerned 

with those points of the structure where plastic yielding will first occur. 

These points are finite in number end depend only on the structure and on 

the points of application of the forces. They are points including those 

for which the bending moment has a turning point, as well as the ends of the 

forces is applied. These points are called "test stations".  Thus, at each 

test station the bending moment K^ is subject to the restrictions: 

[9] -Mj <Mj < PiJ   j   j = 1, ...., n. 

Now, considering the forces p^, ..., p as a base load, we apply instead 

the loads pp^, ..., PPm* Then, besides the restrictions [9], the bending 

moments M.. will be subject to the equilibrium conditions: 

n 
[10]       2 b. .Ma = pp.  j i = 1, ..., m, 

j=l " •• x 

where the b^j depend on the structure and on the points of application of 

the forces. 

n^.    j^^z^    i/ud   XaA5^ow    vaxac    p   »-»A    p    p^iuaooxui-a   lu   OTU.GY    oUdo    LH6    5 oruCou.i"t5 

remain in equilibrium under tne action of the loads pp^» 



We make the following transformations and nctaoional changes: 
n 

Let Xj - (Mj/rJ^) + 1 • ^vl = p ; a- « = b^Mj ; and b± - E &±y    The prob- 
j^l 

lem then becomes: 

x-iax3.nu.se:  u* a  ^n+i 
n 

where:  b^ = E &i*x-} + ("Pi^^+i *    i = 1» •••> m, 

and:  0 < x, < ? ; j » 1, ..., a. 

This is an example of the following problem which we shall state in 

vector form and which we shall call tha "bounded variables" problem: 

n 
Maximise:  ?,r  • E Pici » 

j-1 J J 

where:  P = E p.P. ,  and 0 < p.= < b- : j = 1, ..., n. 
O      .  -i  J J J ~—   J 

n 
5 

3- 

v.'-: shall set up and treat this problem as a simplex problem. In this 

manner we shall have an (m+n)x(2n) problem. Such a problem would ordinarily 

employ (m+n)x(2n) tableaux. We shall show, however, that it will be suffi- 

cient to employ roxn tableaux; that is, that the problem can be handled in the 

space Vm of the vectors P.,, 

If we introduce the new variables Xi defined by: 
w 

r-M LllJ        pj + x^ = b. j j = 1, ..., a, 

we may phrase the problem as follows in simplex form: 

Maximize: 
n 

n 
where:  PQ = E p^P4 , 

j-1 J " 

bj - p. + Xj  and  pj, x. > 0 ;    j «• 1, ..., n. 

We wish to define vectors in V_+ . These will be designated by putting 

-  fXJ bars above tho letters, as z. At times we shall use the notation z = j 
[y 

where x is a vector in V and y is a vector in Vn, 
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Vie introduce the following vectors in Vn: 

l-u. \ 
CM 

D   a 

/•I 
i   • 

Q< - S 0 

j 

bn! 

-(jth place)    j     j«l, n. 

I* 
And the following vectors in Vm+n; 

P< = 

ft 

Q j °1 , j = i, n. 

Trie (ia+n/x(2n) problem may then be phrased as: 
n 

Maximize: 

[12] 

Zo a *PJCJ * 
n 

where: Z p..P, + E x^-j j  pa x^ > 0 j j - l,...,n. 

Suppose that a basic solution for this problem has been found. This 

implies that a basis Bg^ of Vm+ has been chosen from among the vectors 

P}, ..., Pn, Qj, ..=, Qn. Recall that the simplex method requires that each 

of these 2n vectors, together with P0, be expressed in terms of the basis 

3_.„. We show that the coefficients involved can be obtained by merely ex- 

pressing the vectors P^, ..., Pn in terms of a certain basis Bm of Vm. 

To do this let us first note some properties of an arbitrary basis 

B..J.V, chosen as above- 

i) The number s of vectors ?*  in Bm+n  satisfies m < s < n. 

ii) For each j, either Pj cr Q^ or both are in Bffl+n. 

iii) By i and ii there are precisely a values of j such that both Pj 

and Q^ are in BJQ+Q. Furthermore, the set ^ of the m vectors P« such 

that both Pj and QA  are in B^n is a basis of Vm* 

In particular, suppose that B^,^ yields a basic solution for the prob- 

lem [12], For notational ease we suppose that P^, «.., P3 are in Bm+n and 
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that P^ and Q^ are both in Br(i+n  for i = 1, ..,, m. Asa result we have that 

Q +1, ..., 0Ti complete the basis B^j. and that P^ > *.., ?m  form a basis Bm 

Of VJJ. 

Let a\, ..., a21 be th»; vectors dual to the basis Bm. Thus, we have: 

[132      P^/a^ - oij   ;   i, j - 1? .... m. 

Suppose that we have computed the quantities P0*a-
L and Pj'a-1- satisfy- 

ing: 
m 

[141 

U5J 

?0 = 2 (P^a1-^ 
i=l 

Pj - 2 (Pj»a
1)Pi j i  » 1, ..., n. 

By means of these quantities we may write down the expressions for 

P , ?*  for s < .j < n and Q* for m < J < s in terms of 3m+ns namely,  for 

those vectors not already in the basis B^^ Thus, we have: 

[153 

[16] 

[17] 

_ v*       _        m .    _      _ 
Qj +      J    - Qj +    2 (?jta1)[Pi - Qi]    j     s<o<n, 

_ *" i j        _ B _ — 
P, -      "j   = P; -   S (Fi*a:L)[?i « Qi]    I    m< j < ss 

ID J i=i 

m ^     _ n         s   m . _   _ 
2 (Po'a )[Fi-Qi3 +    E b^  *      2   bi^i +      s   VP1 ~   2 Pi,a1(PiH5i)] 

i-i X i=l ^      i=s+l    ^      i+m+1 d    J      1=1 J 

m m 
2 0iFi   +    2 (b-s   -&)&     +    2   b.Pa    +      2   b-»Q,    , 

i-1 X *      i-1    X        x' ^      j*»*l J d        j-s+1 ° J 

where we have set $± - P0*ax <-    2   ^(Pj**1)    for    i " 1*   ..., m. 
s 
2 

j«=m+l 

We recall not* that the first, step in. applying +-he simplex method is 

to calculate the quantities Z(Pj) and Z(Q^), obtained (see eqn. [7]) from 

the vector expressions [15J and [16] by replacing each of the basis vectors 

by its .jorresponding scalar. 



•4» 

Thus, in view of* [15] and [16], these quantities become: 

01 
[IS]   2(PJ - 0 + S (P-»«*)ftt - c, = Z(P.) i a <  i < n. 

j       ._,  J    •»•   j     J" " — ' 

_       m 
[19]   Z(Q/; = c*-   E (P.'a1)^ - 0 = -Z(P«)   ;    m< j < s. 

J    - i-i J J 

The values in [18] and [19] wll.1 determine whether or not the basic 

solution corresponding to the basis B^+j^ is maximal, If it is not, one of 

these quantities will be negative and we may proceed to a new basic solu- 

tion. In this case, having decided which vector will replace a vector in 

Tt    w» ni=*>H -ho **-i nH f.lno vector wV i r«h •? « -K'"* *^c renlaced.  For this us 

need the 'quantity 9 (see eqn. [8]). The ratios competing for 9 are found 

by means of equations [15j» [16], and [1?]. We need to distinguish two 

cases. 

i) If Qk for m < k < s is to replace some vector in Bm+n: 

© - Min. UMin. ^i/C-P^'a1) for Pv'a1^], [Min.(b.-01)/F,*a
i for PK'ai>0. bv> , 

i j c J. 

ii) If Pk for s < k < n is to replace some vector in EU^: 

9 = Min. j[Min.0i/Pk»a
i for Pk'a

i>0], [Min.(bi-0i)/(-Pk«a
i) for Pk'aio], \( 

L    i i     ^ j 

Having determined the vector to be replaced, one can complete the re- 

placement and proceed to the new basic solution. 

We have thus shown that essentially all of the computations in one stage 

of the (m+n)x(2n) problem may be handled by means of an mxn tableau. To com- 

plete the discussion of the bounded variables problem, we shall exh.'.bit the 

computational tableau associated with one stage of the problem and list the 

rules of procedure tc be followed in passing to the next stage. 

•• V i. 
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Extend e" "ah jau No. 1 

corresponding 
 [  scalars > 

i - 

Si lm 

0r V**r 

—*n i ;»» • 1 ia 

Z(Pj) 

Bm +n 

*1 bm+l 

^ 

pl'ar •• P«f«* 

P *am 

Cm+I 

.a. 

3 + J. 

P. S+l 

'1+1 S 

JU 

-S+X     • •    VT1 

Z(P!) ., Z(Pn) 

• •  • * 

•n 

?m+l'
a      - .al 

p
s+l

,al ••  pn'al 

Ps
far P3+l'^ ..  Pn'ar 

> tani  p   inia  , .   'P~»S.t^  P ,-i "a.•        P •am 

2(pm-n)  "  
7-.ps) "z(Ps>i)  ..  Z(Bn "j 

Explanations and Rules of Procedure'- 

1. The basis B_+_ is visualized in the tableau as follows: 

PJ is in Bro+n if the last entry in the column headed by P.. is a +. 

Q4 is in Bm+n if the last entry in the column headed by Pi  is a -• 

Thus, both + and - at the bottom of the column headed by P* indicates 

that both Pj and Q*  are in Bj,^. 

2,» For the procedure, one first checks the n values Z(Pj) in the next to the 

last row. A maximum has been reached if both: 

Z(Pj) > 0 in all of those columns having + in the last entryj 

2(Pi) < 0 in all of those columns having - in the last entry. 

[This would mean that all of the quantities Z(Pj) and Z(Q-0 were non-negative-,] 

2s    If some Z(Pj) violates the above, we proceed to a new basic solution. 

Having decided upon the replacing vector, w? need the value 9 given in either 

i or ii en the preceding page. It is for this reason that the columns a and 

b under Po and the first row were added to the tableau. 

l±.    Having decided upon the replacing vector and the vector to be replaced >.'-; 

may pass on to the new basic solution and the ne* tableau. The following 

rases may arise: 
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_i.  The vector Qj^ replaces the vector P^. in B +n fur some k with ni < k < s. 

This induces no change in the basis *%. The only changes in the tableau in 

this case are the following: 

a. The + under the column headed by P^ is changed to -. 

b_. The quantity 0j_' • & + bfciPj^a1): i = l,...,m replaces 0^  in the 

a and b columns under PQ. (see the expression for 0j_ in eq'-v, 17). 

c. The quantity b^Z ()-}<.) i? u-\c^[  \,o  ZQ. (Z.y.   of course, need not be 

caroled along. The maximum value of ZQ may be obtained at the end of the 

problem from eqn. 17.) 

ii. The vector Ft, replaces the vector Qv in Brni.o for some k with s < k < n. 

'"his induces no change in B^- The only changes in the tableau in this case 

are the following: 

a. The — und«r the coliimn head«d bv P, is changed to +. 

b. The quantity 0^'  = 0±  - bv:(Pk*a
1); i = l,...,m replaces 0\_  in the 

a and b columns under P0. 

e.. The quantity b^ZCPfcO is subtracted from Z0. 

ill. If either Pr or Qr with 1 < r < m is replaced either oy  some Pp- with 

s < k < n or some Q^ with m < k < s then P^ replaces Pr in the basis Bm to 

xorm a new baaia Bjjj* and, aa in lilie usual simplex piT->Cedui-e, One new uduxoaU 

must be based upon the basis B^'-  The simplex algorithm for changing the 

tableau elements, which is included here for the sake of couipl^teness, is 

as follows. The element Pj'a is replaced by the element: 

(Pj'a1)' = Pj'a1 - (Pk'a
i/Pk*ar)pj,ar for j - 1, ..., n but j / k, 

and for i • 1, ..., m but i / r, 

(P4*ar)' - P*'a?/\,&T i  j = i, ••., n, 

[0 if i '/ k 
(Pj/a1)' = 

The n quantities Z(Pj) are replaced by: 

Z(Pj)» = Z(Pj) - CPj*ar/Pk,«r^<pk) 5 J - 1, ..., n. 
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Under P the columns 'neaded a arid b are changed by replacing 0^ by: 

p..' = 0i   -  SP^a1 j  Tor i = 1, ..., m, but i f  r, and w replaces 

<f>v  in the rth place of the a coluamj b^. - S replaces br - 0r in the rth 

place of the b column. 

Finally, Pk replaces Pr in the BJJ. columnj c^ replaces cr in the corres- 

ponding scalars colunsnj and both + and - appear in the last entry of the F^ 

column, whereas the Pr column has a + if Qr has been replaced in BJJ^ or a 

- if Pr has been replaced. 

This completes the discussion of the bounded variables problem, 

As a final remark, it should be noted that when a change in the tableau 

(case iii above) is necessary, the modified simplex method, (ref. [4]) may 

be employed, whereby only the vectors (a1)* dual to the new baeis Bm* are 

computed from the old vectors ax, and then the quantities (Pj'a1)* are ob- 

tained, if needed, by taking the scalar product of Pj and (a1)1. The al- 

gorithm for obtaining the  new dual vectors iss 

(arV - U/Var>*r 

(a1)' = a1 -(Pk'a
?)(ar)'  for i - 1, ..., m but i /  r. 
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